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“You should be taking this technology as 
seriously as you should have been taking 
the development of the Internet in the early 
1990s.”

– Blythe Masters, Former Head of Global 
Commodities, JP Morgan Chase

Blockchain basics
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The ecosystem is growing rapidly

Sources: IBM Blockchain, Eris Industries, Deloitte Tech Trends 2016, Deloitte University Press

in venture capital has been 
invested in more than 120 

Blockchain start-ups over last 
2-3 years

There currently are 
more than 800 

companies in the 
Blockchain ecosystem

800+
of Global GDP will be 
stored on Blockchain 
platforms by 2025, 
expects the World 
Economic Forum

10%+$2bn+
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What is a Blockchain?

Innovation which will have a fundamental and far reaching impact on all types of transactions, value 
storage and transfers
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Blockchain and the Internet innovation analogy

Facilitating exchange of value real-time, just like the Internet facilitates exchange of information by 
decentralizing ownership and removing the middleman

Internet Economy

Transfer information Text Images Videos Distributed 
business

Blockchain Economy

Transfer ownership Money Assets Identity Smart 
Contracts
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

Currency

PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN 
PLATFORMS Varies

Multiple blockchain platforms for different applications

ASSET REGISTRY

Assets

SMART CONTRACTS
Contracts
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How can we predict the 
impact of blockchain?

“We always overestimate the change that will 
occur in the next two years and underestimate the 
change that will occur in the next ten.”

– Bill Gates
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Blockchain challenges

What do you need to mitigate in a blockchain solution?

Challenges of Blockchain technology

Rules & Regulation

Scalability

User experience

Cybercrime

Confidentiality

Business case
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Marloes Pomp

• 25+ pilots
• Ministeries
• Uitvoeringsorganisaties

Blockchainpilots Nederlandse overheid

Ad Kroft

• Dutch Digital Delta
• Publiek-privaat
• Overheden
• Banken
• Bedrijven
• Kennisinstellingen

Focus: Identity

Dutch Blockchain Coalition
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Blockchain challenges

Definitions and standards
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Blockchain challenges – rules & regulations

Investments & ICO’s
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Regulated industries vs. distributed insurance apps



Goals:

• Increase consistency

• Establish common standards

• Assess how blockchain technology can be a 
viable tool

• Using private blockchains to mitigate risks

Re-insurers launch Blockchain insurance 
industry initiative 

Consortiums – example: B3i



4. Automated due diligence (KYC) 
checks are undertaken by 
verifying supplied information 
against the blockchain

5. Customer record 
updated with any 
new credentials.

1. Customer creates 
digital identity record 
and seeds with initial 
data

7. Ongoing data 
quality and 
AML monitoring

Bank 1
2, Trusted third parties verify 
and endorse key attributes

3. Customer shares 
identity info in the 
form of digital 
attributes / credentials

8. Changes to customer 
information can be monitored 
and responded to in real time.

Distributed ledger layer

6. Service 
Activated

Shared access to customer record simplifies customer experience and enables more automation 

Managing risks: Know Your Customer process through smart identity



Secure key management
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Blockchain is here to stay

• But what happens when everything 
becomes code…?

• Who will be our clients when 
organizations become 
decentralized?
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Meet our Deloitte blockchain team
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Jacob Boersma

Manager Deloitte NL blockchain team

JBoersma@Deloitte.nl

+31 (0) 6 82 0123 99

@jacobboers

Maarten Duijn

Blockchain development

Jeroen Bulters

Development & 

advisory

Jasper van Gelder

Blockchain development

Floris van Lieshout

Blockchain advisory

Anna Klapwijk

Product & UX design
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